Linguistics, German Compounds and Statistical Machine
Translation. Can they all get along?
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Here, we report diﬀerent experiments created to study the impact of using linguistics to preprocess
German compounds prior to translation in Statistical Machine Translation (SMT). German compounds are
a known challenge both in Machine Translation (MT) and Translation in general as well as in other Natural
Language Processing (NLP) applications. In the case of SMT, this challenge is usually overcome by spliing
the compounds into their constituents to decrease the number of unknown words and improve the results
of evaluation measures like the B score (Papineni et al., 2001). When translating from German into
Romance languages such as Spanish, a further challenge is faced as German compounds are translated as
phraseological units.
Examples 1 and 2 show the spliings of the German compounds Warmwasserbereitung and Wärmerügewinnungssysteme and their translations into English and Spanish.
(1)

Warm Wasser Bereitung
caliente agua preparación
warm water production
[ES]: ‘Preparación de agua caliente’
[EN]: ‘Warm water production’

(2)

Wärme Rügewinnung s Systeme
calor recuperación
Ø sistemas
heat
recovery
Ø Systems
[ES]: ‘sistemas de recuperación de calor’
[EN]: ‘heat recovery systems’

As may be observed in 1 and 2, in Spanish not only there is word reordering, but also there is usage of other word categories such as prepositions. While the examples above are quite simple, the work
done by researchers such as Angele (1992); Gómez Pérez (2001) and Oster (2003) for the pair of languages
German→Spanish shows that the translational equivalences in Spanish not only are very varied, but also
unpredictable to a certain extent.
To assess to which extent it is necessary to deal with German compounds as a part of preprocessing
in SMT systems, we have tested two diﬀerent compound spliers and strategies, such as adding lists of
compounds and their translations to the training set. Concretely, we have used the the state-of-the-art
splier implementation by Popović et al. (2006) and the splier developed by Weller and Heid (2012).
Two corpora have been used: the TRIS corpus and the Europarl corpus for German→Spanish. In the
case of TRIS only the subcorpus corresponding to the construction domain has been used.
e results obtained in our experiments seem to indicate that the manually compiled list of compounds
added to the training corpus helped to increase the probabilities of alignment of 1:n correspondences and
thus the compound translations in the phrase tables are beer.
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